
HOW TO WRITE USER-
FRIENDLY RECIPES



Introduction

Do you know how to write recipes that are 

user friendly, that will engage your readers 

and entice them to try your recipes?

Recipes that are so clear and consistent that 

your readers will have no problem buying 

the ingredients and making the recipes, 

even if they have limited cooking 

experience?



Agenda

Anatomy of recipe

Examine each part

Style sheet

Sample recipe



Anatomy of a Recipe

Definitely Include

Title

Servings/Yield

Ingredients

Method

Maybe Include

Equipment

Headnote (or Recipe Introduction)

Label

Nutritional Info

Storage Tips

Time

Tips



Title

Should catch reader’s attention; the title should 

be descriptive without being overly cute

Vague titles probably won’t capture reader’s 

attention 

Say it straight and make it sound appetizing; a 

longer title would be okay in this case

Instead of using description “plant based,” say 

what plant is used or being featured



Confirm recipe title matches the 

ingredients 

If you refer to mushrooms in the title, 

make sure they’re included in the 

ingredients

Great to have a picture 

Make sure your picture agrees with 

your recipe



Servings/Yield

This info could be included in a few 

places 

Be consistent with placement and 

description

After the title, after the 

headnote/introduction, or at the end

Serves 4 or makes 4 servings 



Measurements

Canadian and American recipes tend 
to use standard cup, tablespoon, and 
teaspoon measures plus inches for 
length and ounces and pounds for 
weight. Canadian recipes will often 
include metric equivalents.

Be consistent with measurement 
types 



Metric Measurements

Put a space before a metric unit

Applies to all metric units, including degrees of 

temperature (some variation with temp)

7 g (not 7g) L (capital often used to avoid confusion)

Don’t put a period after the symbol for a metric 

unit unless it comes at the end of a sentence and

don’t add an s to make metric units plural. 

Use decimals with metric measurements 

1.25 L



Imperial Measurements

Take the same form for singular and plural

in., oz., lb., pt. (Saw both with period and 

without)

Use fractions to signal partial units

1¾ cups 

Litre Canadian spelling; liter American spelling



Usually you should include measurements for 

all ingredients 

Wouldn’t need to include the amount of water 

for boiling pasta, etc. 

Some recommend to always include amount of 

salt; others often say salt and black pepper to 

taste where the amount is more to the cook’s 

preference; could choose not to include the 

quantity of some garnishes



Ingredients

List ingredients in order they’re used 

One of biggest errors is putting ingredients in 

wrong order; frustrating to the cook 

If the star of the recipe is not dealt with first, 

then it shouldn’t be at the top of the list



Respect the Comma

If prep instructions come after the comma, 
measurement happens before the prep

½ cup strawberries, sliced

½ cup sliced strawberries

1 tbsp ground flaxseeds 

1 tbsp flaxseeds, ground 

1 cup cooked brown rice

1 cup brown rice, cooked

Quantity different for each



Make sure ingredients match the 
method 

Frustrating for readers to find an 
ingredient in the method that was not 
listed in the ingredients, especially if 
they don’t have that ingredient 

Don’t want your readers left 
wondering what to do with an 
ingredient that isn’t mentioned in the 
method



If an ingredient requires a simple preparation, 
this can be included in the ingredient list

Just don’t duplicate instructions in both 
ingredient list and method

Makes for simpler method writing

3 sweet potatoes, peeled and diced

½ cup cooked kidney beans, rinsed and 

drained

1 cup grated Parmesan cheese



Use subheads in recipes that call for 

two separate parts such as a salad 

and salad dressing.

Example:

Ingredients: Salad

Ingredients: Salad Dressing

Method: For the Salad

Method: For the Salad Dressing



If ingredient is used more than once in the 

same recipe (not including a recipe with 

subheads), state total measurement along 

with ingredient followed by a comma and 

the word divided 

Lets the reader know that the whole 

quantity isn’t added at the same time

¼ cup apple cider vinegar, divided



Optional Ingredients

Ingredients that can be omitted should be 

followed by the word “optional” in brackets

2 tbsp chopped raw pecans (optional)

Wording in method might say “if using”

Add pecans, if using. 

Even if ingredient is optional, still include in 

method so readers know when it can be used



Be Consistent

1 clove garlic or 1 garlic clove

1 stalk celery or 1 celery stalk

Second choice more 

conversational

Call specific ingredient same name

Celery stalks or celery ribs

Ground ginger, powdered ginger, 

ginger powder, dry ginger

.

Ingredients list

NOT:

1 teaspoon dried basil

1 tbsp chili powder

Either abbreviate or spell in full

Exception: cup always written 

out in full



Be Helpful

1/3 teaspoon dried basil 

Adjust your recipe since usually no size

¼ large onion 

Don’t ask reader to buy large onion



Method

Make sure instructions in your 
method are right for your readers

Good recipe should supply readers 
with all the info they need to 
successfully prepare recipe

Doesn’t need to be flowery

Should be easy to follow, concise

WATCH THOSE VERBS

Add the sauce back to the pan.

Better: Return

Add in the basil and garlic.

Better: Add

Mix together the arrowroot starch and 

water.

Better: Mix

Add the oil to a large skillet.

Better: Pour; heat



To make conversational

Preheat the oven to 350°F. Lightly grease a

baking sheet.

In a small bowl, beat the eggs.

Watch for technical terms that your readers 

might not be familiar with

Either use more familiar terms or provide an 

explanation of the term



Specify size of saucepan, skillet, baking dish, bowl 

Could number your steps, not too many steps

Tell to preheat the oven at appropriate place  

Ensure that “season to taste” make sense

Don’t assume readers know how to roast almonds

Specify whether baking sheets and muffin tins are 

lined with parchment paper or muffin liners, 

greased and floured, greased



Cooking Time

Include both a cooking time and a watchpoint or 

doneness description

Simmer for 10 minutes, or until all the water is 

absorbed.

Don’t duplicate approximations of timing

Don’t say: It takes about 3–5 minutes.

Say: It takes about 5 minutes. OR It takes 3–5 

minutes.



Equipment

Beneficial if reader needs specific 
equipment or tools

Might apply to some fermentation recipes 
(Mason jar, cheesecloth, etc.)

Ice cream maker 

High-speed blender

If a substitution could be used, let reader 
know



Label

May want to include this info if your 
recipe is intended for a specific 
audience 

Gluten free, nut free, freezer friendly, 
etc. 

These labels could be noted below 
your servings/yield, or they could be 
included in your headnote/recipe 
introduction



Nutritional Info

Very time consuming to provide this 
type of info and info may not be 
accurate

May be info you’re required to 
provide for a given situation like a job 
or a specific client



Storage Tips

Many readers may find this info helpful

Location where completed recipe should 

be stored: refrigerator, freezer, counter

Length of time the completed recipe will 

last: two days, one week

Type of storage container: airtight storage 

container, Mason jar



Time

Refers to time required to prepare 
and cook the recipe

Could be beneficial, especially if you 
were trying to show how quickly 
some recipes could be prepared

Make sure your times are correct



Tips

Could include substitution tips, 
preparation tips and serving 
suggestions

This info could be shown in the 
headnote/recipe instructions, or you 
could have a tip box at the end of the 
recipe 



Style Sheet

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

American:  Words to check for include fibre, flavour, favourite, colour, litre, and 
savoury. 

Fractions: Use the slash style: 1/4 not ¼.

Measurements: Okay to use 1/2 tbsp. Don’t use 1/3 tsp. Measurements should 
be the abbreviations, except for cup.

Serving Sizes: No need to indicate serving sizes for dips or hummus.

Spelling: chia seeds, flaxseeds.



Recipe

Spicy Moroccan Pumpkin Soup

Serves 2–3

1 tbsp butter or olive oil

1/2 cup chopped onion

1 clove garlic, peeled and chopped

1/2 tsp ground turmeric

1/2 tsp ground cumin

1/8 tsp ground cinnamon



Recipe

Pinch cayenne pepper (optional)

1 (14 oz/396 mL) can cooked pumpkin

2 cups chicken or vegetable broth

Sea salt and black pepper to taste

1 red or yellow pepper, seeded and cut in 1-inch 
pieces

16 cherry tomatoes, cut in half

3 cups baby spinach

2 tsp raw honey



1. Heat the butter or olive oil in a large skillet on the stove on medium-high 
heat. Add the onions. Gently sauté for 3 minutes. Add the garlic and stir.

2. Add the turmeric, cumin, cinnamon and cayenne, if using. Stir.

3. Add the pumpkin and at least 1 cup of broth. Add more broth if it’s too 
thick. Bring to a boil. Season with sea salt and pepper to taste.

4. Add the peppers and cook for 5 minutes.

5. Once the peppers are soft, add the tomatoes and spinach and cook just 
enough to heat through. Remove from the stove and add the honey. Taste 
and season with more sea salt and pepper if needed. Serve.



Tip: Other types of squash can also be used in 

this recipe. Sweet potato also works. If using 

any of these and they’re not cooked, just add 

at the same time as the onions, and cook in the 

broth for about 10 minutes before the peppers 

are added. Puree with a hand blender or 

regular blender and then cook the peppers. 

You may need to add more broth if it’s too 

thick. 


